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VINYL

HEADGEAR
The headgear is made from elastic vinyl material, which helps to limit contact between people and

in�uence of external factors. It is made from fully transparent material. We’re providing them in

packages of 10 pieces.

Headgear can be fastened on the head – it �ts for di�erent head sizes. Material is not losing its

features when washed with water or detergents, can be also disinfected with non-corrosive

liquids. It works great for places where contact between people is currently undesirable, such as:

shops, receptions, beauty salons, customer services and wherever face to face contact occurs.

They are not certi�ed or categorized in any way. The product which if o�ered by us only limits

the impact of external factors and does not block them completely. It does not have any medical

approvals. Due to a very high market demand, the colour of the strap in our vinyl headgears is

chosen randomly. 
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Quantity in pack   
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reusable elastic rubber 

A three-layer protective mask that reduces the e�ects of external factors on the body (such as

viruses, bacteria, mold spores). Our mask is limiting the e�ects of harmful external factors. It does

not block them completely. 

The outer and inner layers are sewn from Oeko-tex certi�ed materials, thus the mask is safe for

the user’s skin. The certi�cate is issued for products which are fully safe for human and

environment. The middle layer is made from soft material, which is composed of the highest

quality synthetic �bers. Material because o�ts features, high absorbability and non-dusting, has

been certi�ed by the National Institute of Health and is commonly used in food, medical and

pharmaceutical industries and others where sterile working conditions are required.

Protective mask is light, comfortable and does not obstruct breathing. May be used many times,

does not deform when worn or stored. Its ergonomic shape and �tting rubber bands allow

comfortable wearing during various activities. Because of the high demand, colour of the rubber

�tting bands is randomly selected.
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Prices per pack      
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A three-layer protective mask that reduces the effects of external factors on the body (such as
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Hanging shop cover limits contact between people in places such as: shops, pharmacies, banks,

customer services, receptions, etc. It can, in a practical way, secure bigger or irregular spaces.

Each panel has 10mm drills in upper corners which can help to hang it in any place.

3mm plexi is durable and light so it can hang without risk of overloading the ceiling. Material is

fully transparent and easy to clean.

Covers are intended for self-assembly. The kit does not include mounting accessories.
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customer services, receptions, etc. It can, in a practical way, secure bigger or irregular spaces.

Each panel has 10mm drills in upper corners which can help to hang it in any place.

3mm plexi is durable and light so it can hang without risk of overloading the ceiling. Material is

fully transparent and easy to clean.

Covers are intended for self-assembly. The kit does not include mounting accessories.
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Hanging shop cover limits contact between people in places such as: shops, pharmacies, banks,

customer services, receptions, etc. It can, in a practical way, secure bigger or irregular spaces.

Each panel has 10mm drills in upper corners which can help to hang it in any place.

3mm plexi is durable and light so it can hang without risk of overloading the ceiling. Material is

fully transparent and easy to clean.

Covers are intended for self-assembly. The kit does not include mounting accessories.
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customer services, receptions, etc. It can, in a practical way, secure bigger or irregular spaces.

Each panel has 10mm drills in upper corners which can help to hang it in any place.

3mm plexi is durable and light so it can hang without risk of overloading the ceiling. Material is
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Shops, pharmacies, gas stations, small production facilities, big factories, restaurants or waiting

rooms are places where people can meet with each other.

Since we are not able to reduce the contact everywhere, we o�er a new product which can help

to limit the interpersonal contact. Our spatial cover is made from 3mm plexi and can be easily

mounted.

The cover is fully transparent and supported by legs made in di�erent colour, which helps to

notice the obstacle and minimalize risk of collision.

Thanks to 1 meter width and 2 meters height we’re receiving modules which can be used in

every space with a possibility of a quick change. 

Cover can be washed with non-corrosive detergents which will help to keep it clean.  
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mounted.

The cover is fully transparent and supported by legs made in di�erent colour, which helps to

notice the obstacle and minimalize risk of collision.
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to limit the interpersonal contact. Our spatial cover is made from 3mm plexi and can be easily

mounted.

The cover is fully transparent and supported by legs made in di�erent colour, which helps to

notice the obstacle and minimalize risk of collision.

Thanks to 1 meter width and 2 meters height we’re receiving modules which can be used in

every space with a possibility of a quick change. 

Cover can be washed with non-corrosive detergents which will help to keep it clean.  
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rooms are places where people can meet with each other.

Since we are not able to reduce the contact everywhere, we offer a new product which can help

to limit the interpersonal contact. Our spatial cover is made from 3mm plexi and can be easily

mounted.

The cover is fully transparent and supported by legs made in different colour, which helps to

notice the obstacle and minimalize risk of collision.

Thanks to 1 meter width and 2 meters height we’re receiving modules which can be used in

every space with a possibility of a quick change. 

Cover can be washed with non-corrosive detergents which will help to keep it clean.  
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easy
to wash

Light and portable rollup construction in combination with fully transparent vinyl material creates

simple and economic barrier which reduces interpersonal contact.

Thanks to small size, weight (2 metres height and 85cm or 100 cm width) and easy assembly it is

possible to secure every single space. Proper selection of the material makes this product easy to

wash with non-corrosive detergents.

Roll covers may be used in supermarkets, restaurants, galleries, gas stations, waiting rooms and

wherever a lot of people may meet at the same time. 
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SPATIAL  COVER
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Light and portable rollup construction in combination with fully transparent vinyl material creates

simple and economic barrier which reduces interpersonal contact.

Thanks to small size, weight (2 metres height and 85cm or 100 cm width) and easy assembly it is

possible to secure every single space. Proper selection of the material makes this product easy to
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Light and portable rollup construction in combination with fully transparent vinyl material creates

simple and economic barrier which reduces interpersonal contact.

Thanks to small size, weight (2 metres height and 85cm or 100 cm width) and easy assembly it is
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great personal light and 

FACE  MASK
A transparent apron is a personal protection product, the aim of which is to limit the in�uence of
external factors and improve safety in direct contact. The apron can be recommended for all

types of services, such as beauty care, hairdressing, dentistry, trade, etc., with intensi�ed and

TRANSPARENT
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They are not certi�ed or categorized in any way. The product which if o�ered by us only limits

the impact of external factors and does not block them completely. It does not have any medical

approvals. Due to a very high market demand, the colour of the strap in our vinyl headgears is

chosen randomly. 
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CABINET

COVER
The cabinet antivirus cover was created for beauty salons where the direct contact occurs. It is

made from aluminium strenghtened boards and equipped with the window. It is very durable,

stable and extremely light.

It has two spaces for hands, thanks to which service can be done very carefully with limited direct

contact with the other person, which is right now highly recommended.
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Protective mask is light, comfortable and does not obstruct breathing. May be used many times,

does not deform when worn or stored. Its ergonomic shape and �tting rubber bands allow

comfortable wearing during various activities. Because of the high demand, colour of the rubber

�tting bands is randomly selected.
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reduces
contact

The cover is made of transparent vinyl material, thanks to which visibility and audibility are not

obstructed, however, contact between the front seats and the rear seat of the car is limited.

Thanks to the right choice of material, the product is suitable for cleaning and disinfecting with

non-corrosive detergents. Express assembly and universal size allow vast use.
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The cover is made of transparent vinyl material, thanks to which visibility and audibility are not

obstructed, however, contact between the front seats and the rear seat of the car is limited.

Thanks to the right choice of material, the product is suitable for cleaning and disinfecting with

non-corrosive detergents. Express assembly and universal size allow vast use.
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installation in 
2 minutes

CAR
reduces
contact

safe
and visible

COVER
Expanding the spectrum of possibilities, we o�er an alternative car cover for taxi and passenger
transport, made of durable 3mm thick acrylic. The board is narrower at the top and is widening
downwards, expressly mounted to the car headrests, lightweight and at the same time durable, is
a great way to limit the contact between the front seats and the rear seat of the car.

Cover reduces contact between front and back of the car. The size of the cover is universal
(125cm wide and 48 cm high) thanks to that it �ts for most of the small and medium vehicles.
Height of the cover leaves space for terminal or cash. Cover may be washed or disinfected with
non-corrosive detergents which will help to keep it clean.

Pairs of holes at the height of the headrest help for adjusting height of the cover depending on
user needs.

WARNING! In connection with lack of clearly stated regulations that leave room for discrepancies

in interpretation, we would like to inform that our cover made from plexi shall be installed by the

user at their own risk.
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Expanding the spectrum of possibilities, we offer an alternative car cover for taxi and passenger

transport, made of durable 3mm thick acrylic. The board is narrower at the top and is widening

downwards, expressly mounted to the car headrests, lightweight and at the same time durable, is

a great way to limit the contact between the front seats and the rear seat of the car.

Cover reduces contact between front and back of the car. The size of the cover is universal

(125cm wide and 48 cm high) thanks to that it fits for most of the small and medium vehicles.

Height of the cover leaves space for terminal or cash. Cover may be washed or disinfected with

non-corrosive detergents which will help to keep it clean.

Pairs of holes at the height of the headrest help for adjusting height of the cover depending on

user needs.

WARNING! In connection with lack of clearly stated regulations that leave room for discrepancies

in interpretation, we would like to inform that our cover made from plexi shall be installed by the

user at their own risk.
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Expanding the spectrum of possibilities, we o�er an alternative car cover for taxi and passenger
transport, made of durable 3mm thick acrylic. The board is narrower at the top and is widening
downwards, expressly mounted to the car headrests, lightweight and at the same time durable, is
a great way to limit the contact between the front seats and the rear seat of the car.

Cover reduces contact between front and back of the car. The size of the cover is universal
(125cm wide and 48 cm high) thanks to that it �ts for most of the small and medium vehicles.
Height of the cover leaves space for terminal or cash. Cover may be washed or disinfected with
non-corrosive detergents which will help to keep it clean.

Pairs of holes at the height of the headrest help for adjusting height of the cover depending on
user needs.

WARNING! In connection with lack of clearly stated regulations that leave room for discrepancies

in interpretation, we would like to inform that our cover made from plexi shall be installed by the

user at their own risk.
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Thanks to 1 meter width and 2 meters height we’re receiving modules which can be used in

every space with a possibility of a quick change. 

Cover can be washed with non-corrosive detergents which will help to keep it clean.  
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COVER
Vertical car cover can be used in driving schools or demonstration cars where driver is in a close

contact with passenger what is highly inadvisable right now.

Cover is made from transparent vinyl material which do not limits visibility or audibility and at the

same time creates the barrier of the �rst contact. Thanks to proper selection of the material,

product can be washed or disinfected with non-corrosive detergents.

Express assembly and universal size allow to take the cover wherever is needed. 
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Vertical car cover can be used in driving schools or demonstration cars where driver is in a close

contact with passenger what is highly inadvisable right now.

Cover is made from transparent vinyl material which do not limits visibility or audibility and at the

same time creates the barrier of the �rst contact. Thanks to proper selection of the material,

product can be washed or disinfected with non-corrosive detergents.

Express assembly and universal size allow to take the cover wherever is needed. 
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Vertical car cover can be used in driving schools or demonstration cars where driver is in a close

contact with passenger what is highly inadvisable right now.

Cover is made from transparent vinyl material which do not limits visibility or audibility and at the

same time creates the barrier of the first contact. Thanks to proper selection of the material,

product can be washed or disinfected with non-corrosive detergents.

Express assembly and universal size allow to take the cover wherever is needed. 
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FACE  MASK

transparent
vinyl
width: 68cm 
height: 90cm

apron
protective
mask
vinyl headgear

great personal 
protection

can be washed 
and disinfected

A transparent apron is a personal protection product, the aim of which is to limit the in�uence of
external factors and improve safety in direct contact. The apron can be recommended for all

types of services, such as beauty care, hairdressing, dentistry, trade, etc., with intensi�ed and

direct interpersonal contact cannot be limited or totally avoided. 

A transparent tied apron, especially when combined with a face mask and face shield, minimizes

the in�uence of external factors in case of direct contact with clients. It allows to protect both

your and your clients’ health, which will undoubtedly be appreciated by the clients.

Thanks to a properly selected cut and materials used, the apron is light, elastic, does not restrict

movements, which assures a high level of work comfort. As it can be cleaned and disinfected with

non-corrosive chemicals, perfect cleanliness can be maintained at all times.

TRANSPARENT
FACE  MASK

To improve personal protection, the 
product is particularly recommended when 
combined with the face shield and face mask.
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A transparent apron is a personal protection product, the aim of which is to limit the in�uence of
external factors and improve safety in direct contact. The apron can be recommended for all

types of services, such as beauty care, hairdressing, dentistry, trade, etc., with intensi�ed and

direct interpersonal contact cannot be limited or totally avoided. 

A transparent tied apron, especially when combined with a face mask and face shield, minimizes

the in�uence of external factors in case of direct contact with clients. It allows to protect both

your and your clients’ health, which will undoubtedly be appreciated by the clients.

Thanks to a properly selected cut and materials used, the apron is light, elastic, does not restrict

movements, which assures a high level of work comfort. As it can be cleaned and disinfected with

non-corrosive chemicals, perfect cleanliness can be maintained at all times.
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A transparent apron is a personal protection product, the aim of which is to limit the in�uence of
external factors and improve safety in direct contact. The apron can be recommended for all

types of services, such as beauty care, hairdressing, dentistry, trade, etc., with intensi�ed and

direct interpersonal contact cannot be limited or totally avoided. 

A transparent tied apron, especially when combined with a face mask and face shield, minimizes

the in�uence of external factors in case of direct contact with clients. It allows to protect both

your and your clients’ health, which will undoubtedly be appreciated by the clients.

Thanks to a properly selected cut and materials used, the apron is light, elastic, does not restrict

movements, which assures a high level of work comfort. As it can be cleaned and disinfected with

non-corrosive chemicals, perfect cleanliness can be maintained at all times.
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external factors and improve safety in direct contact. The apron can be recommended for all
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direct interpersonal contact cannot be limited or totally avoided. 

A transparent tied apron, especially when combined with a face mask and face shield, minimizes

the in�uence of external factors in case of direct contact with clients. It allows to protect both

your and your clients’ health, which will undoubtedly be appreciated by the clients.

Thanks to a properly selected cut and materials used, the apron is light, elastic, does not restrict

movements, which assures a high level of work comfort. As it can be cleaned and disinfected with

non-corrosive chemicals, perfect cleanliness can be maintained at all times.
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A transparent apron is a personal protection product, the aim of which is to limit the influence of

external factors and improve safety in direct contact. The apron can be recommended for all

types of services, such as beauty care, hairdressing, dentistry, trade, etc., with intensified and

direct interpersonal contact cannot be limited or totally avoided. 

A transparent tied apron, especially when combined with a face mask and face shield, minimizes

the influence of external factors in case of direct contact with clients. It allows to protect both

your and your clients’ health, which will undoubtedly be appreciated by the clients.

Thanks to a properly selected cut and materials used, the apron is light, elastic, does not restrict

movements, which assures a high level of work comfort. As it can be cleaned and disinfected with

non-corrosive chemicals, perfect cleanliness can be maintained at all times.

TRANSPARENT

.

FACE MASK

To improve personal protection, the 
product is particularly recommended when 
combined with the face shield and face mask.

transparent
vinyl
width: 68cm 
height: 90cm

apron
protective
mask
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straps

A transparent apron is a personal protection product, the aim of which is to limit the in�uence of
external factors and improve safety in direct contact. The apron can be recommended for all

types of services, such as beauty care, hairdressing, dentistry, trade, etc., with intensi�ed and

direct interpersonal contact cannot be limited or totally avoided. 

A transparent tied apron, especially when combined with a face mask and face shield, minimizes

the in�uence of external factors in case of direct contact with clients. It allows to protect both

your and your clients’ health, which will undoubtedly be appreciated by the clients.

Thanks to a properly selected cut and materials used, the apron is light, elastic, does not restrict

movements, which assures a high level of work comfort. As it can be cleaned and disinfected with

non-corrosive chemicals, perfect cleanliness can be maintained at all times.
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DIVIDER
O�ce divider made of white polycarbonate with a custom print. It perfectly limits interpersonal

contact, which is particularly important these days. Thanks to a simple and light construction, it

can be used wherever work in a seated position is required. Schools, o�ces, open spaces are

places where such dividers will be a perfect solution.

Mounted in two minutes with plastic clips, it does not require any additional tools. Thanks to a

properly selected material, it can be washed and disinfected with non-corrosive agents, which

helps to keep it perfectly clean.

easy to keep clean custom print

OFFICE
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O�ce divider made of white polycarbonate with a custom print. It perfectly limits interpersonal

contact, which is particularly important these days. Thanks to a simple and light construction, it
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places where such dividers will be a perfect solution.

Mounted in two minutes with plastic clips, it does not require any additional tools. Thanks to a

properly selected material, it can be washed and disinfected with non-corrosive agents, which

helps to keep it perfectly clean.
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Mounted in two minutes with plastic clips, it does not require any additional tools. Thanks to a

properly selected material, it can be washed and disinfected with non-corrosive agents, which

helps to keep it perfectly clean.
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contact, which is particularly important these days. Thanks to a simple and light construction, it

can be used wherever work in a seated position is required. Schools, o�ces, open spaces are

places where such dividers will be a perfect solution.

Mounted in two minutes with plastic clips, it does not require any additional tools. Thanks to a

properly selected material, it can be washed and disinfected with non-corrosive agents, which

helps to keep it perfectly clean.
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A transparent apron is a personal protection product, the aim of which is to limit the in�uence of
external factors and improve safety in direct contact. The apron can be recommended for all

types of services, such as beauty care, hairdressing, dentistry, trade, etc., with intensi�ed and

A transparent tied apron, especially when combined with a face mask and face shield, minimizes

the in�uence of external factors in case of direct contact with clients. It allows to protect both

Thanks to a properly selected cut and materials used, the apron is light, elastic, does not restrict

movements, which assures a high level of work comfort. As it can be cleaned and disinfected with
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DIVIDER
Office divider made of white polycarbonate with a custom print. It perfectly limits interpersonal

contact, which is particularly important these days. Thanks to a simple and light construction, it

can be used wherever work in a seated position is required. Schools, offices, open spaces are

places where such dividers will be a perfect solution.

Mounted in two minutes with plastic clips, it does not require any additional tools. Thanks to a

properly selected material, it can be washed and disinfected with non-corrosive agents, which

helps to keep it perfectly clean.
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DIVIDER
O�ce divider made of white polycarbonate with a custom print. It perfectly limits interpersonal

contact, which is particularly important these days. Thanks to a simple and light construction, it

can be used wherever work in a seated position is required. Schools, o�ces, open spaces are

places where such dividers will be a perfect solution.

Mounted in two minutes with plastic clips, it does not require any additional tools. Thanks to a

properly selected material, it can be washed and disinfected with non-corrosive agents, which

helps to keep it perfectly clean.
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ANTIBACTERIAL

FOILS
combats bacteria 

which are 
dangerous for 

health

resistant to 
abrasion and 

cleaning

Foils laminated with an antibacterial coating are perfect especially for the areas where higher
standards of cleanliness are required. 

Monomeric and cast �lms with antibacterial laminate we o�er are suitable to be applied both on
�at surfaces (monomeric) and irregular or ribbed surfaces (cast). These types o�oils are used for
handles, control panel buttons, operating tables, counters, door glass and other spots where
people’s hands contact the surface.

Common use o�oils with antibacterial laminate in public transport, tattoo studios, kindergartens

or hospitals con�rms its e�ectiveness in combating microbes.

The foils we o�er are printed using technology which assures perfect reproduction of colours

and details, thereby, they can become an additional element of the interior design or

communication with clients, providing excellent antibacterial protection at the same time.

width 1,37m

1-10 11-30 31-100 101-500 501-1000 >3000

ANTIBACTERIAL

FOILS

Monomeric foil 
+  Antibacterial laminate

Cast foil 
+ Antibacterial Laminate

10001-3000Prices EUR/m2

Foils laminated with an antibacterial coating are perfect especially for the areas where higher
standards of cleanliness are required. 

Monomeric and cast �lms with antibacterial laminate we o�er are suitable to be applied both on
�at surfaces (monomeric) and irregular or ribbed surfaces (cast). These types o�oils are used for
handles, control panel buttons, operating tables, counters, door glass and other spots where
people’s hands contact the surface.

Common use o�oils with antibacterial laminate in public transport, tattoo studios, kindergartens

or hospitals con�rms its e�ectiveness in combating microbes.

The foils we o�er are printed using technology which assures perfect reproduction of colours

and details, thereby, they can become an additional element of the interior design or

communication with clients, providing excellent antibacterial protection at the same time.

ANTIBACTERIAL

FOILS

Foils laminated with an antibacterial coating are perfect especially for the areas where higher
standards of cleanliness are required. 

Monomeric and cast �lms with antibacterial laminate we o�er are suitable to be applied both on
�at surfaces (monomeric) and irregular or ribbed surfaces (cast). These types o�oils are used for
handles, control panel buttons, operating tables, counters, door glass and other spots where
people’s hands contact the surface.

Common use o�oils with antibacterial laminate in public transport, tattoo studios, kindergartens

or hospitals con�rms its e�ectiveness in combating microbes.

The foils we o�er are printed using technology which assures perfect reproduction of colours

and details, thereby, they can become an additional element of the interior design or

communication with clients, providing excellent antibacterial protection at the same time.

ANTIBACTERIAL

FOILS
combats bacteria 

which are 
dangerous for 

health

resistant to 
abrasion and 

cleaning

Foils laminated with an antibacterial coating are perfect especially for the areas where higher
standards of cleanliness are required. 

Monomeric and cast �lms with antibacterial laminate we o�er are suitable to be applied both on
�at surfaces (monomeric) and irregular or ribbed surfaces (cast). These types o�oils are used for
handles, control panel buttons, operating tables, counters, door glass and other spots where
people’s hands contact the surface.

Common use o�oils with antibacterial laminate in public transport, tattoo studios, kindergartens

or hospitals con�rms its e�ectiveness in combating microbes.

width 1,37m
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ANTIBACTERIAL

FOILS

Monomeric foil 
+  Antibacterial laminate

Cast foil 
+ Antibacterial Laminate

10001-3000Prices EUR/m2
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excellent colour 
reproduction

Foils laminated with an antibacterial coating are perfect especially for the areas where higher
standards of cleanliness are required. 

Monomeric and cast �lms with antibacterial laminate we o�er are suitable to be applied both on
�at surfaces (monomeric) and irregular or ribbed surfaces (cast). These types o�oils are used for
handles, control panel buttons, operating tables, counters, door glass and other spots where
people’s hands contact the surface.

Common use o�oils with antibacterial laminate in public transport, tattoo studios, kindergartens

or hospitals con�rms its e�ectiveness in combating microbes.

The foils we o�er are printed using technology which assures perfect reproduction of colours

and details, thereby, they can become an additional element of the interior design or

communication with clients, providing excellent antibacterial protection at the same time.
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Foils laminated with an antibacterial coating are perfect especially for the areas where higher
standards of cleanliness are required. 
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FOILS

Monomeric foil 
+  Antibacterial laminate

Cast foil 
+ Antibacterial Laminate
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Foils laminated with an antibacterial coating are perfect especially for the areas where higher
standards of cleanliness are required. 

Monomeric and cast �lms with antibacterial laminate we o�er are suitable to be applied both on
�at surfaces (monomeric) and irregular or ribbed surfaces (cast). These types o�oils are used for
handles, control panel buttons, operating tables, counters, door glass and other spots where
people’s hands contact the surface.

Common use o�oils with antibacterial laminate in public transport, tattoo studios, kindergartens

or hospitals con�rms its e�ectiveness in combating microbes.

The foils we o�er are printed using technology which assures perfect reproduction of colours

and details, thereby, they can become an additional element of the interior design or

communication with clients, providing excellent antibacterial protection at the same time.

width 1,37m

1-10 11-30 31-100 101-500 501-1000 >3000
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FOILS

Monomeric foil 
+  Antibacterial laminate

Cast foil 
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10001-3000Prices EUR/m2
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Foils laminated with an antibacterial coating are perfect especially for the areas where higher
standards of cleanliness are required. 

Monomeric and cast �lms with antibacterial laminate we o�er are suitable to be applied both on
�at surfaces (monomeric) and irregular or ribbed surfaces (cast). These types o�oils are used for
handles, control panel buttons, operating tables, counters, door glass and other spots where
people’s hands contact the surface.

Common use o�oils with antibacterial laminate in public transport, tattoo studios, kindergartens

or hospitals con�rms its e�ectiveness in combating microbes.

The foils we o�er are printed using technology which assures perfect reproduction of colours

and details, thereby, they can become an additional element of the interior design or

communication with clients, providing excellent antibacterial protection at the same time.
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Foils laminated with an antibacterial coating are perfect especially for the areas where higher
standards of cleanliness are required. 

Monomeric and cast �lms with antibacterial laminate we o�er are suitable to be applied both on
�at surfaces (monomeric) and irregular or ribbed surfaces (cast). These types o�oils are used for
handles, control panel buttons, operating tables, counters, door glass and other spots where
people’s hands contact the surface.

Common use o�oils with antibacterial laminate in public transport, tattoo studios, kindergartens

or hospitals con�rms its e�ectiveness in combating microbes.

The foils we o�er are printed using technology which assures perfect reproduction of colours

and details, thereby, they can become an additional element of the interior design or

communication with clients, providing excellent antibacterial protection at the same time.
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Monomeric foil 
+  Antibacterial laminate

Cast foil 
+ Antibacterial Laminate

10001-3000Prices EUR/m2
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Foils laminated with an antibacterial coating are perfect especially for the areas where higher

standards of cleanliness are required. 

Monomeric and cast films with antibacterial laminate we offer are suitable to be applied both on

flat surfaces (monomeric) and irregular or ribbed surfaces (cast). These types offoils are used for

handles, control panel buttons, operating tables, counters, door glass and other spots where

people’s hands contact the surface.

Common use offoils with antibacterial laminate in public transport, tattoo studios, kindergartens

or hospitals confirms its effectiveness in combating microbes.

The foils we offer are printed using technology which assures perfect reproduction of colours

and details, thereby, they can become an additional element of the interior design or

communication with clients, providing excellent antibacterial protection at the same time.

width 1,37m

1-10 11-30 31-100 101-500 501-1000 >3000

.

ANTIBACTERIAL LAMINATE

FOILS WITH

Monomeric foil 
+  Antibacterial laminate

Cast foil 
+ Antibacterial Laminate

10001-3000Prices EUR/m2
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excellent colour 
reproduction

Foils laminated with an antibacterial coating are perfect especially for the areas where higher
standards of cleanliness are required. 

Monomeric and cast �lms with antibacterial laminate we o�er are suitable to be applied both on
�at surfaces (monomeric) and irregular or ribbed surfaces (cast). These types o�oils are used for
handles, control panel buttons, operating tables, counters, door glass and other spots where
people’s hands contact the surface.

Common use o�oils with antibacterial laminate in public transport, tattoo studios, kindergartens

or hospitals con�rms its e�ectiveness in combating microbes.

The foils we o�er are printed using technology which assures perfect reproduction of colours

and details, thereby, they can become an additional element of the interior design or

communication with clients, providing excellent antibacterial protection at the same time.
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SPECIAL

Wherever there is a need for a mobile medical centre, small headquarters o�ce of a crisis

management team, disinfection sanitary station or intermediate storage - portable special tents

will be perfect.

 

A light and durable frame consisting of aluminium pro�les allows for a tool-free tent assembly in a

few minutes. Thanks to a waterproof and windproof material, it will assure comfortable working

conditions in all kinds of weather. The tents we o�er have red or green cross symbol imprints,

however it is possible to have a custom image printed, tailored to the clients' needs.

The tents sized 3 x 3 m with three solid walls will be perfect both in an open space and inside

warehouses, production or market halls, assuring isolated workplaces.

TENTS

size
3m x 3m

Quantity pcs

easy assembly

SPECIAL

Wherever there is a need for a mobile medical centre, small headquarters o�ce of a crisis

management team, disinfection sanitary station or intermediate storage - portable special tents

will be perfect.

 

A light and durable frame consisting of aluminium pro�les allows for a tool-free tent assembly in a

few minutes. Thanks to a waterproof and windproof material, it will assure comfortable working

conditions in all kinds of weather. The tents we o�er have red or green cross symbol imprints,

however it is possible to have a custom image printed, tailored to the clients' needs.

The tents sized 3 x 3 m with three solid walls will be perfect both in an open space and inside

warehouses, production or market halls, assuring isolated workplaces.

TENTS

Quantity pcs

300x300 frame + roof + 3 walls
wall 300x300

SPECIAL

Wherever there is a need for a mobile medical centre, small headquarters o�ce of a crisis

management team, disinfection sanitary station or intermediate storage - portable special tents

will be perfect.

 

A light and durable frame consisting of aluminium pro�les allows for a tool-free tent assembly in a

few minutes. Thanks to a waterproof and windproof material, it will assure comfortable working

conditions in all kinds of weather. The tents we o�er have red or green cross symbol imprints,

however it is possible to have a custom image printed, tailored to the clients' needs.

The tents sized 3 x 3 m with three solid walls will be perfect both in an open space and inside

warehouses, production or market halls, assuring isolated workplaces.

TENTS
SPECIAL

Wherever there is a need for a mobile medical centre, small headquarters o�ce of a crisis

management team, disinfection sanitary station or intermediate storage - portable special tents

will be perfect.

 

A light and durable frame consisting of aluminium pro�les allows for a tool-free tent assembly in a

few minutes. Thanks to a waterproof and windproof material, it will assure comfortable working

conditions in all kinds of weather. The tents we o�er have red or green cross symbol imprints,

however it is possible to have a custom image printed, tailored to the clients' needs.
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Wherever there is a need for a mobile medical centre, small headquarters o�ce of a crisis

management team, disinfection sanitary station or intermediate storage - portable special tents

will be perfect.

 

A light and durable frame consisting of aluminium pro�les allows for a tool-free tent assembly in a

few minutes. Thanks to a waterproof and windproof material, it will assure comfortable working

conditions in all kinds of weather. The tents we o�er have red or green cross symbol imprints,

however it is possible to have a custom image printed, tailored to the clients' needs.

The tents sized 3 x 3 m with three solid walls will be perfect both in an open space and inside

warehouses, production or market halls, assuring isolated workplaces.
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light and durable 
aluminium frame

Quantity pcs

300x300 frame + roof + 3 walls
wall 300x300

easy assembly

SPECIAL
indor/outdoor

Wherever there is a need for a mobile medical centre, small headquarters o�ce of a crisis

management team, disinfection sanitary station or intermediate storage - portable special tents

will be perfect.

 

A light and durable frame consisting of aluminium pro�les allows for a tool-free tent assembly in a

few minutes. Thanks to a waterproof and windproof material, it will assure comfortable working

conditions in all kinds of weather. The tents we o�er have red or green cross symbol imprints,

however it is possible to have a custom image printed, tailored to the clients' needs.

The tents sized 3 x 3 m with three solid walls will be perfect both in an open space and inside

warehouses, production or market halls, assuring isolated workplaces.

TENTS

size
3m x 3m

light and durable 
aluminium frame

Quantity pcs

300x300 frame + roof + 3 walls
wall 300x300

easy assembly

SPECIAL
indor/outdoor

Wherever there is a need for a mobile medical centre, small headquarters office of a crisis

management team, disinfection sanitary station or intermediate storage - portable special tents

will be perfect.

A light and durable frame consisting of aluminium profiles allows for a tool-free tent assembly in a

few minutes. Thanks to a waterproof and windproof material, it will assure comfortable working

conditions in all kinds of weather. The tents we offer have red or green cross symbol imprints,

however it is possible to have a custom image printed, tailored to the clients' needs.

The tents sized 3 x 3 m with three solid walls will be perfect both in an open space and inside

warehouses, production or market halls, assuring isolated workplaces.

TENTS

size
3m x 3m

light and durable 
aluminium frame

Quantity pcs

300x300 frame + roof + 3 walls
wall 300x300

easy assembly

SPECIAL
indor/outdoor

Wherever there is a need for a mobile medical centre, small headquarters o�ce of a crisis

management team, disinfection sanitary station or intermediate storage - portable special tents

will be perfect.

 

A light and durable frame consisting of aluminium pro�les allows for a tool-free tent assembly in a

few minutes. Thanks to a waterproof and windproof material, it will assure comfortable working

conditions in all kinds of weather. The tents we o�er have red or green cross symbol imprints,

however it is possible to have a custom image printed, tailored to the clients' needs.

The tents sized 3 x 3 m with three solid walls will be perfect both in an open space and inside

warehouses, production or market halls, assuring isolated workplaces.

TENTS

size
3m x 3m

light and durable 
aluminium frame

Quantity pcs

300x300 frame + roof + 3 walls
wall 300x300

easy assembly
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ADVANTAGES
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HANGING
SHOP  COVER

VINYL
HEADGEAR

SPATIAL  COVER
4PLACE

SPATIAL  COVER
ROLL

CABINET
COVER

CAR  COVER
WIR ‐STOP

CAR  COVER
PLEX

CAR  COVER  L‐CAR/
DEMOCAR

PROTECTIVE
MASK

PROTECTIVE
SET

OFFICE  DIVIDER

ANTIBACTERIAL
FOIL

SPECIAL TENTS
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VINYL  HEADGEAR
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ANTIVIRUS
P  R  O  T  E  C  T  I  O  N

COUNTER   PROTECTIVE

SHIELD

EASY ASSEMBLY

LIGHT

STABLE CONTRUCTION

WASHABLE AND DISINFECTABLE



ANTIVIRUS
P  R  O  T  E  C  T  I  O  N

SEPARATION   

SHIELD

FACILITATES SAFE ARRANGEMENT OF SPACE

INDOOR/OUTDOOR

ELEGANT, MINIMALIST DESIGN

LIGHT AND DURABLE STRUCTURE

OPTIONAL PET FILLING — FACILITATES 

TRANSPORT AND STORAGE



ANTIVIRUS
P  R  O  T  E  C  T  I  O  N

SUSPENDED   PROTECTIVE

SHIELD

EASY ASSEMBLY

LIGHT

COMFORTABLE STORAGE AND TRANSPORT

PROTECTIV AND ADVERTISING

FUNCTIONALITY
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.ANTIVIRUS
P  R  O  T  E  C  T  I  O  N

DESINFECTANT   

DISPLAY

INCLUSIEF GELDIS  PENSER MET 1 LITER 
DESINFECTERENDE HANDGEL

LUCO    HICO    




